
Bespoke writing for any occasion.
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‘Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! I don’t feel 
like thank you even covers it but I don’t have 

other words. We KNEW you would do an 
incredible job. I KNEW you were perfect the 

moment I called. If you had charged 5 times as 
much, I would have paid it without flinching. 

Every single line and word was us.’
Layal and Rob

07790 458 622
01484 840 757

hannah@yourthreedays.com
www.yourthreedays.com

Your Three Days Ltd (Company Number 11094947)
is registered in England and Wales.

My company, Your Three Days Ltd, offers a comprehensive 
bespoke writing service: one-of-a-kind ceremonies, original 
elements to complement any occasion and custom-made 
commissions. 

Since starting life as a humanist ceremony business in 2010, 
Your Three Days Ltd has flourished, and, as a result of so 
many of my clients falling in love with the unique creative 
method, expanded. Now, unrestricted by geography or 
availability, new clients can enjoy a similarly remarkable 
process of information gathering, discussion and reflection, 
this time resulting in another beautiful text, but not 
necessarily a ceremony.

You can’t find the ‘Your Three Days’ experience anywhere 
else. 

So, perhaps we’ve already created an amazing ceremony 
together and now it is family or friends who are engaged, 
celebrating a new arrival or anniversary. They love the sound 
of all you’ve been praising, but they’d prefer to just have 
individual elements created, rather than a whole ceremony. 

Perhaps we’re colleagues and you’ve witnessed firsthand the 
warmth, authenticity and emotion my ceremonies capture. 
Inspired to recommend a similar quality experience to your 
own clients, but in a different form, you might turn to my 
innovative ‘Portraits in Prose’ commissions. 

Or perhaps you’re new to ‘Your Three Days’ and are simply 
intrigued by all such an individually tailored experience can 
offer.

However you’ve come to hold this leaflet in your hand, I’m 
delighted that you have. I welcome any opportunity to share 
the passion, skill and experience that is at the heart of all I do. 

I would be only too happy to answer any questions you may 
have.

Hannah Wroe Gill - Your Three Days Ltd

Hannah Wroe Gill
Independent Celebrant and Writer

Ceremonies ● Consultancy ● Commissions



My work would thrive in any setting: a Registry Office or church 

wedding… a christening or naming ceremony… an engagement 

celebration, wedding Reception, anniversary

party or memorial gathering. 

Clients all over the world can take advantage of this offer,

either for themselves or someone they care for.

Vows and rings
Always the emotional core of any wedding
and when they are bespoke, even more so.

Readings
Inspired by a theme or multiple perspectives,
a bespoke reading enriches any ceremony.

‘The story so far’
Tell the story of a couple, child or family in

the right way and their day becomes just that.

Well-wishings
Nominated contributors’ words are woven
into a tribute full of love, wisdom and wit.

Toasts and speeches
An opportunity to really do something different: 

professionally written but every word is yours.

Eulogies
Empathy and experience when you need it most.

Consultancy Service

A bespoke element for a unique occasion.
Working together with my clients, I create wonderful 

bespoke elements they can then import into their own 
ceremony, event or celebration, without my needing

to be present on the day.

Anyone, anywhere can commission a ‘Portrait in Prose’,

either for them, their family, or their friends. 

60+ pages of testimonials and a wealth of information can be 

found at my site www.yourthreedays.com

Gathering all the information I need to write the very best script 

I can, I also co-ordinate all practical aspects on the day too, so 

my clients have as memorable an experience as possible. 

Based in West Yorkshire, I regularly work throughout Yorkshire, 

Derbyshire, Lancashire, Greater Manchester, Cheshire, 

Nottinghamshire and Staffordshire. I am always happy to

travel, working in London and abroad as well.

 ‘Living arrows’
(Kahlil Gibran)

A commission celebrating a pregnancy, new arrival or 
recent adoption. 

‘Look to this day’
(from ancient Sanskrit)

A commission reflecting an established family.

‘May your song always be sung’
(Bob Dylan)

A commission honouring a milestone birthday
or anniversary.

‘i carry your heart with me’
(E. E. Cummings)

A commission inspired by an engagement
or marriage.

‘Sit. Feast on your life.’
(Derek Walcott)

A commission in tribute to a full life, while it is still
being enjoyed…

‘In the hearts of those you love’
(Rabindranath Tagore)

A commission commemorating a loved one
‘In memoriam’.

Wedding, partnership and

commitment ceremonies

…

Renewals of vows

…

Namings

…

Celebrations of adoption

…

‘This is your life’ ceremonies

…

Memorials

‘Portraits in Prose’ Commissions

A bespoke commission for a unique occasion.
Working with individuals, couples, families and friends, I 
capture, in their words, landmark moments in their lives. 

The resulting text is so much more than the sum of its 
parts:  a loving record…a gift…a touchstone for the future.

Bespoke Ceremonies

A bespoke ceremony for a unique occasion.
I have designed, written and led 250+ bespoke

ceremonies so far and for a wide range of clients,
all looking for something entirely personal, genuine

and exceptional.

Specific guides to my Ceremonies, Consultancy Services and ‘Portraits in Prose’ Commissions are available on request.
I price each assignment individually and offer flexible payment plans - gift vouchers are also available.


